December 2, 2022

RFP Addendum 1
Request for Proposal Number: P23DC003
Telecommunication Services

Please note the following on the above referenced Request for Proposal.

1. Question: In this RFP for labor only?
   
   University’s response: No. Refer to Sections 4.6.2. and 4.7.

2. Question: If equipment is sold to the University, how are warranties being addressed?
   
   University’s response: All warranty work not handled by the University will be conducted through the equipment’s distribution channel.

3. Question: Exhibit 2, Pricing Proposal: Should parts be included in the Pricing Proposal?
   
   University’s response: No. The University is requesting pricing for labor only.

4. Question: Pursuant to NAU’s Design and Technical Standards, Section 12.4, identify the number of speakers that will be in “single and dual projectors classrooms”.
   
   University’s response: Speaker quantities are based on acoustic evaluation driven by AVIXA® standards. Typical quantities are four (4) for single projection rooms and six (6) for dual projection rooms.

5. Question: Can the University provide an example of materials to capture quantities and equipment for Audiovisual installations?
   
   University’s response: Refer to wire diagrams for baseline outlay attached to this RFP Addendum 1.

6. Question: Classrooms sizes can vary so confirm expected room size and ceiling height for standard classroom size. How should pricing variations be noted in the Pricing Proposal?
   
   University’s response: Classroom sizes vary significantly, but typical classrooms have a 10-foot ceiling. Proposers to determine how to submit their response to Exhibit 2, Pricing Proposal.

7. Question: Is the Successful Proposal required to subcontract for Crestron programming?
   
   University’s response: The University requires UI programming to be under the University’s standard UI.
8. Question: Will power and network cabling be provided to complete the installation of Audiovisual systems?

University’s response: Power and networking will be provided for Audiovisual installations.